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Comprehensive Retrofits through a 

Contractor Based Approach

• Advantages of a Contractor-centric 

approach

• Limitations of a Contractor-centric approach

• “Hybrids” of direct resource acquisition and 

Contractor-centric models

• Care, feeding and management of the 

contractor network
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CSG Overview

• Founded in 1984; nonprofit corporation

• 650+ employees

• 21 offices nationwide

• Over 100 clients

• Design, develop, and deliver energy 
efficiency and clean energy programs and 
projects

• Over 1 million homes and facilities served

• Net Zero Greenhouse Gas and EPA Climate 
Leader
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CSG Regions & Office Locations



Conservation Services Group
• Comprehensive Home Retrofit Programs - current 

client list
– Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

• New York  -- NYSERDA, LIPA, National Grid

• Massachusetts  -- National Grid, NSTAR

• New Jersey

• Oregon

• Maine

• Kentucky

– Comprehensive Home Retrofit Programs
• Ameren Illinois

• Tennessee Valley Authority

• Arizona



Direct Resource Acquisition

• Utility or public sponsor hires a Program Delivery 

Vendor – a contractor that directly hires staff, sets 

up rebate processing or recruits contractors to 

deliver energy efficiency services.

• Program conducts key marketing/sets rebates or 

and establishes prices for a list of services.

• Customer participates in the program by 

submitting rebate application or working through 

Delivery Vendor.



Contractor-Centric Approach

• Sponsor hires a program administrator to set up 

and manage the program.

• Program sets standards for contractor 

participation (BPI accreditation, certifications, 

efficiency standards for rebated equipment).

• Contractor markets to customers and makes 

sales – projects must include authorized energy 

efficiency measures, but can go beyond.



Contractor-Centric Approach: 

Advantages

Entrepreneurial Vigor. Small and large home 
improvement contractors are aggressive and inventive 
in selling their services. Darwinian selection – those 
who aren’t aggressive and inventive starve.

Market Creation. The contractor-centric approach 
creates an industry that will adapt to reductions in 
incentives and continue to promote energy efficiency.

Policy Support. The contractor network (if well built) 
becomes an advocate for high standards and 
increased public support for energy efficiency.



Contractors as Advocates for Energy 

Efficiency

New Jersey program design
• Contractors turn out to regulatory and legislative 

hearings to determine program design

Maine
• Maine Building Performance Contractors Association

Efficiency First
• National advocacy



When contractors drive the industry –

they pay for advertising your program



Contractor-Centric Approach: 

Disadvantages

• Loss of control over pricing – customers will 
get different scopes and different prices from 
different contractors.

• Contractors sell what they make money on –
not necessarily your priority list.

• Contractors have their own way of selling your 
program.



Sometimes this is embarrassing.



Time Limits and Hybrid Programs

• Embarrassment aside, the key disadvantage/risk 
of the contractor-centric approach is that program 
sponsors have TIME LIMITS for results – monthly 
progress reports, and annual reviews by 
regulators or legislatures.  

• Contractors don’t share these problems. They 
have their own: weekly payroll, staff needing 
work, low price competitors, and for larger firms, 
stockholder expectations.  

• This leads to a conflict in expectations.



Growth Projections, Time Lags & the “S” Curve



Reality



Contractor Reality is Slow
• Changing a contractor business plan takes time –

– Owner decides to join program

– Selects technicians for training

– Gets training, buys equipment

– Gets certifications

– Starts selling

• Customers take between one and five months to act on 
results of an audit (unless the incentive structure pushes 
them to act quickly).

• Word of mouth advertising (the best “natural” marketing) 
takes six months to a year to get rolling (without a 
marketing or incentive “jump start”).



Time Limits and Hybrid Programs
• Since most sponsors have time limits, most 

programs are adopting a “hybrid” approach:
– Program provides marketing services to push 

production.

– Programs pay the program administrator or contractors 
to perform energy audits. Audits are free or discounted 
to consumers. (Massachusetts, Ameren Illinois, TVA, 
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Energy Trust of Oregon)

– Programs pay for air or duct sealing. (Massachusetts, 
Long Island, Energy Trust of Oregon, New York Utility 
programs)



Hybrid Programs

• The more a sponsor is responsible for production 
schedules, the more the “hybrid” approach is 
appealing.

• As programs mature and achieve goals, and 
independent contractors are more able and willing to 
meet production and quality goals – the more viable a 
contractor-centric approach becomes.

• As knowledge about comprehensive home treatments 
spreads in the open market – there may be less need 
for hybrid programs.



Building The Contractor Network
• In most of the country, utility and agency sponsors face a 

weak contractor network.
– Contractors generally are “measure specialists” – heating 

contractors, air conditioner contractors, insulation contractors, 
window contractors, electricians.

– Some critical trades – energy auditor, air sealer, duct sealer – are 
very rare.

– Existing trades undervalue quality assurance, proper installation, 
sizing of HVAC equipment.

– This means it is hard for sponsors and consumers to find quality, 
comprehensive services.

BUT------



In the Last Two Years the Industry 

has Expanded
• Stimulus projects in weatherization and market 

transformation, and the proposed Federal HomeStar 
program, raised interest all over the country.

• BPI Building Analyst training is widely available; 
thousands of technicians have gotten certified.

• Several large national firms have set up Home 
Performance/Weatherization divisions.
– Green Homes America (built on a NY Home Performance base).         

– Well Homes (division of MASCO).

– Lowes, The Home Depot and Sears are entering the industry.

– Best Buy now offers an energy audit through the “Geek Squad.

– Microsoft Hohm is one of many on-line services.



Building the Contractor Network
• Every program needs a recruiting plan. 

• Market contractors through direct mail, existing 
“preferred contractor” networks, in-person 
outreach by staff account managers, alliances 
with distributors.

• The program needs a clear business proposition 
to the contractors.

• The best contractors are good at sales and learn 
building science, not the other way around.



The Deal with the Contractor Network

The sponsor wants contractors to:

• Offer energy efficiency services to customers, including 

some new ones (energy audits, air sealing, duct sealing 

and comprehensive treatments).

• Be part of a quality assurance program.

• Provide good customer service/ warrantee their work.

• Properly represent the program.



The Deal with the Contractor Network

In return, the sponsor will:

• Offer incentives and marketing support only to participating 

contractors.

• Provide marketing support that differentiates participating 

contractors from their competitors.

• Maintain program standards and general structure over time 

so contractors can recover their investments.

• Treat the contractors as partners – notify them of changes in 

advance and minimize disruption to the contractors’ business.



Training the Contractor Network

• All need training in program rules and benefits.

• Technicians (usually) need training to do:

• Energy Audits

• Air sealing

• Duct Sealing

• Equipment sizing

• Preferably to BPI standards for energy auditor,     

air-sealing/insulation installer, HVAC specialist 



Training the Contractor Network
• Many contractors need training in running a larger, 

more customer-focused business.

• Most HVAC contractors are used to having customers 
call them when something breaks – they are not used 
to sales.

• Most small contractors face a huge challenge from 
program paperwork, and from growth itself.

• For small contractors – adding any administrative staff 
is a radical change.



Non- Technical Training – Most Neglected

• Business training. Rarely provided by programs.  
Should link up with community colleges to offer 
business training.

• Marketing. Consulting usually provided along 
with co-op marketing incentive.

• Sales skills. Should be part of audit training; how 
to close a sale is part of the audit.
– Marketing/sales training provided by financing firms, 

and some marketing firms are now offering consulting 
support.



Incentives

• Successful residential retrofit programs have 
some or all of the following  incentives:

– Capacity incentives that offset a part of the costs 

contractors incur joining the program.

– Production incentives that encourage marketing to 

customers and reporting to the program.

– Customer incentives that encourage customers to 
participate in the program.



Capacity Incentives

• Most successful programs provide incentives to 

contractors for getting training, getting the proper 

building science equipment, and for getting 

certifications.

– Incentives should be a percentage of the cost of 

training, equipment and certifications – not the whole 

cost.  Contractors need to have “skin in the game”.

– The best programs pay their incentives upon 

completion of 1st or 5th job in the program – don’t spend 

precious incentive dollars on hobbyists.



Capacity Incentives

• Training incentive. 75% of the cost of BA, air 
sealing installer training, up to $750 per technician.

• Equipment Incentive. 50% of the cost of a full crew 
kit – blower door, combustion safety analyzer, up to 
$2500 per active crew.

• Certification. 50% of cost of BPI certification.

• All of these incentives should be “reset” by 
increased production, and reduced after the 
program takes off.



Production Based Incentives

• Audit incentive. This is paid when an audit is 
reported and verified. The purpose is to ensure that 
contractors report audits to the program so we can 
provide quality assurance and track the pipeline. We 
pay an incentive because the benefit is to the 
program rather than the contractor – it must be less 
than the cost of the audit.

• Co-op marketing incentive. Contractors who are 
producing for the program get a percentage of the 
cost of their marketing campaign for marketing that 
meets program standards.



Customer Incentives
• Traditionally incentives are  rebates paid to customers 

to offset the “added” cost of energy efficiency – the   
cost of a high SEER AC vs. market standard.

• But cutting edge programs craft incentives to meet  
other goals:

• They can encourage deep retrofits or multi-year improvement plans.

• Time-limited incentives can give customers the urgency to make 
improvements NOW.

• Incentives can give high quality contractors an edge in marketing.

• Increasingly, in a “multi-sponsor” environment, one sponsor’s 
incentives can be designed to either build on or compete with
another set of incentives.



Who Gets Paid the Incentive?
• Rebates traditionally go to the customer.

– Customers like getting money.

– Sponsors want customers to appreciate the rebate and the 
sponsor who provides the incentive.

• But – it disconnects the contractor from the  
process.
– We prefer “instant rebates” where the contractor gives the 

customer a bill for the whole project and clearly subtracts the 
rebate/incentive from the price.

– The customer gets the discount right away, no waiting.

– The contractor has a very strong incentive to accurately 
report the completion to the program – no report, no 
program payment to the contractor.



Three Incentive Types that Work in 

Comprehensive Programs
1) Per Measure incentives with a bonus for work 

done by a quality contractor (many Programs)

– $250 for installing a high SEER air conditioner, or $500 for 

the same air conditioner installed by a certified contractor 

with a comprehensive audit.

– Best for programs shifting from traditional rebate driven 

programs to a comprehensive approach.

– Can be supplemented by a “comprehensiveness bonus” -

$250 for an efficient furnace, $250 towards attic insulation 

and air sealing, plus $300 if you do both together.



Three Incentive Approaches that 

Work in Comprehensive Programs
2) Low interest loan or an equivalent “cash back” 

amount for comprehensive jobs (NYSERDA  
Home Performance Model)
– Emphasizes the comprehensive job approach, doesn’t push 

the contractors towards a particular measure or measure mix.

– Can be modified to include a “loading order” or technical 
requirements – “Windows can only be included in projects 
that include insulating the attic and walls”, or “Attic insulation 
must include sealing the attic plane” or “efficient Heat Pumps 
must be sized correctly and installed following ACCA 
standards”.



Three Incentive Approaches that 

Work in Comprehensive Programs
3) Incentive tiers linked to projected savings (Maine 

and New Jersey Home Performance)

– $1500 toward the cost of a project that will save 15% of total 

house energy use, $3000 towards the cost a project that will 

save 30% of total house energy use.

• Uses the incentive system to encourage deep savings.

• Gives the contractor an easy talking point in selling more 

comprehensive projects.

– Requires a common energy modeling software and tight QA 

control to prevent gaming.



Low Interest Loans
• Comprehensive Retrofits of existing homes cost $5000 to 

$20,000, sometimes higher for larger homes, deeper 
retrofits or retrofits involving ground source heat pumps or 
renewable energy.

• Many homeowners need to borrow to make these 
investments.

• Since the investments save energy and money, you can 
calculate the payback and pay for part or all of a loan out 
of the cashflow generated by reduced fuel payments.

• Contractors like having a loan option to help close larger 
deals.

• Can be combined with direct incentives.



Low Interest Loans – A Magic Bullet?

THERE ARE NO 

MAGIC BULLETS.



Low Interest Loans – A Magic Bullet?

• Loans help, but they do not replace:

– Marketing support

– Building the contractor network

– Quality assurance

– Training

– Cash incentives



Outward Facing Program Elements:

Marketing
• Web, media, etc.

• Community-driven

• PR

Assessments/Audits

Rebates

Financing
• Easily accessed

• Positive cash flow

Call Center/Cust. Service

Contractor Recruitment

Contractor Training

• Technical

• Program procedures

• Sales techniques

Contractor “Certification”

• Referral list

Technical Support

Quality Control Inspections



Development

• Audit tools

• Training curriculum

• Complaint procedures

• Data systems

• And much more…

Management

• Staffing

• Stakeholder coordination

• Rebate processing

• Program data tracking

• Reporting

• Oversight

Back Office Program Elements:



Managing the Program



Common Mistakes

• This looks simple – it’s a good program for some quick 
results. We can skip some of the steps.

• Training is enough – just train the contractors and they will 
build an industry.

• Certified Contractors don’t need outside quality assurance 
to consistently deliver high quality work.

• Home energy retrofits are such a good idea that they sell 
themselves.

• Going to a contractor model will reduce prices and 
improve TRC.


